Sub: Extension of working arrangement in r/o Sri. Asokan K.K, Dvr 11256, DHQ, Ernakulam Rural,-Orders Issued-reg

Ref: 1. Letter Received from Hon.Chairman, Police Complaint Authority dtd.25/01/2020
2. Request received from Sri. Asokan K.K, Dvr 11256
3. DGO No.2321/2017 dtd 28/10/2017 & DGO No.407/2019, dtd 28/03/2019

The working arrangement period in r/o Sri. Asokan K.K, Dvr 11256 (PEN 320182), Ernakulam Rural attached to the O/o the Chairman, Police Complaint Authority as Driver vide reference 3rd cited above is extended for a further period of one year

DPC/Unit Head to ensure that the relieved personnel reports back the unit once his Working arrangement is over. In the event of non compliance from the part of the personnel, it shall be the responsibility of the DPC/Unit Head to ensure that no further disbursement of salary with respect to the personnel takes place from the units.

Rahul R Nair IPS
Assistant Inspector General
For State Police Chief

To: The incumbent through Unit Head
Copy To: Hon. Chairman, Police Complaint Authority/DPC Ernakulam Rural/Kochi City for information and necessary action
CA's to SPC/DIG/AIG for information
DGO Register